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摘  要 
 






































































      John E. Roemer, a professor in Yale University Politics Science 
Department, who is a well-known Left-Wing economist and political 
philosopher. As one representative scholars of the Analysis Marxist 
school, Roemer’s research can say is unique, the influential but also quite 
controversial. This article made an attempt to comb Roemer’s 
Exploitation Theory. First, succinctly introducing the background on 
which Roemer’s exploitation theory produced and overall unfolding its 
main idea. Second, stressed on its logic flaw in his theory and the 
limitation of its methodology, pointed out that his theory is not scientific 
theory which be strict in logic and explain the reality reasonably. Third, 
pointed out that it was metaphysical and empirical that Roemer denied the 
Labor theory of value because he treated the phenomenon as the essence, 
treated the form as the content. Then drew the following conclusion: 
Roemer’s Exploitation Theory can't replace the scientific position of 
Marx’s, Marx's labor theory of value is still the current irreplaceable 
scientific theory which analyzed the capitalism exploitation. Finally 
evaluated the main content of Roemer’s Exploitation Theory, criticized its 
error and absorbed its essence, in order to provide beneficial reference for 
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